Abstract-The training of traditional SVM method requires the solution of quadratic programming, and consumes high memory and has low speed for large data training. Incremental learning is one of the meaningful methods to continuously update the data for learning, which keeps the previous learning results, re learning only for the additional data, so as to form a continuous learning process. This paper will study the support vector machine based on incremental learning method and its application in the malware detection. The experiments carried out in the Internet Security Laboratory at Kingsoft Corporation suggested that, for large number of virus samples, our method can rapidly and effectively update the sample features, which avoids duplication of learning history samples and ensures the malware prediction ability for the detection model.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of Internet and software technology, computer virus renovates unceasingly, and its quantity growths sharply. Traditional scanning technology based on characteristic code faces a rigorous challenge [1] . In order to overcome the defects, data mining and machine learning methods, such as Naï ve Bayes, Support Vector Machine and Decision Tree technology, are introduced to the field of antivirus [2] . Paper [3] use the windows API function sequence called by PE files as the feature to produce the association classification rules, which construct classifiers and defense against viruses. However, with the number of sample increase day by day, how to avoid re learning of historical data and perform incremental learning for the new sample to ensure the predictive ability of the classification model are still to be solved.
At present, there are few researches about incremental learning of the classification model. Cheung et al [4] proposed the FUP algorithm, which use the frequent item sets obtained to updating association rules rapidly and reduces the update cost greatly. Paper [5, 6] present some incremental algorithms for updating association rules based on FP tree. Paper [7] solves the problem of how to generate the frequent item sets in transaction database when the minimum support is unchanged. But these studies only maintain association rules generated by transaction database without the class attributes. This paper presents a support vector machine method based on incremental learning called SVMIL (Support Vector Machine Based on Incremental Learning), the method can deal well with the class attribute data set, avoid repeating the study of before training samples, which based on the samples already learned to analysis and train new ones, and greatly improve the learning efficiency. The experimental results show that, for increasing training samples, our SVMIL method can rapidly, effectively maintain the sample features, and ensure the prediction ability of the detection model when applied to malware detection.
II. RELATED WORK
The traditional malware detection model based on classification method use the following procedure to detect virus [3] : The classification model training is the key to the detection procedure. Apriori and FP-growth are two kinds of the methods commonly used for sample classification. The Apriori algorithm is time-consuming which needs to generate a huge number of candidate item sets in the mining process and needs for repeated scanning the entire database. FP-growth algorithm adopts the pattern growth method for mining association rule and overcomes the defect of Apriori. But it needs to recursively generate conditional FP-tree in mining frequent patterns, and each frequent pattern will generate a conditional FP-tree. When the threshold of the minimum support is lower, it may also generate a large number of frequent patterns for small database, which will consume a large amount of time and space.
Feature
The Fast_FP-growth algorithm [8] introduced the concept of constraint subtree without generating conditional FP-tree. The efficiency of the algorithm is obviously higher than the traditional Apriori and the FP-growth. But without considering the efficient incremental updating of the association rules, the practical application of the algorithm is severely limited. Experiments show that, using Fast_FP-growth algorithm in large data set consumes a large amount of time and space, and is easy to cause the combinatorial explosion problem of the frequent item sets.
In the traditional model, the new samples and the history samples are put together then trained together. With the accumulation of samples, one-time mining problem which inevitably lead to the time and space overhead has become more and more serious. In order to solve the problem, this paper proposes an improved SVM classification method based on incremental learning. Different from the traditional ones, the method is able to handle well with the class attribute data set. By dividing the samples into small pieces and then incremental learning them one by one to update the classification model, the method will avoid repeated study and greatly improving the learning efficiency.
III. THE SVMIL METHOD BASED ON INCREMENTAL LEARNING
A. The Improved Malware Detection Model Our proposed detection model is shown in figure 2 . Different with the traditional detection model (Figure 1 ), the improved model retains the old support vectors and adds them to the new dataset for incremental training together, which avoids the low efficiency and time-space overhead problem with repeated learning of historical data. 
B. Basic Concepts and Definitions
Given samples of k class, we construct an algorithm to distinguish each category. The purpose is to correctly classify the unknown samples. For the k class problem, the mathematical expression is as follows: Given k element sets A t in n-dimensional space, where t = 1, 2, …, k. Each element set contains L t elements x i
, which are all belong to the same category. For each element set A t , we looking for a ball (c t , r t ) that minimal enough to contain all (or almost all) of the sample points, where c t and r t are the center and the square of the radius of the ball. We allow outside points of the ball for the definition is very sensitive to some remote points. Similar to support vector machine, slack variable ξ i t is introduced here to get the following constraints:
The following object function can get the minimum slack variable value and the smallest square of the radius:
S t is a specified constant actually to control the punishment degree of the function for misclassified samples. Given a testing sample x, we calculate the square of the distance from x to each center of the balls, that is : 
And find the category the minimum value belongs to which is the classification result of the sample.
Usually, even excluding remote samples, data are still not having a spherical distribution. To make the method presented in this paper applies more widely, and the sample feature can be transformed into a higher dimensional space, like SVM method, the inner product in the above formula can be replaced by the kernel function. The quadratic programming of the minimum ball is transformed into follows:
And the formula for discrimination is:
Different kernel function can lead to different feature spaces with different sample distribution shape, which are more convenient and accurate than the strict spherical distribution. In order to limit the transformation into higher feature space, we use the radial basis function kernel which is more suitable for the ball classification as follows:
C. The SVMIL Algorithm
In this paper, based on the ball classification method and the incremental learning, we retain the old support vectors and add them to the new data set for training as shown below： Ball classification formula does not change in each training session, while only the center and the radius of each batch of data set will change with the change of the support vectors.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, detection performance of the SVMIL method is compared with other common traditional classification methods.
A. Experimental Data
This experiment used 10,000 viruses and 10,000 normal programs for training, 5,000 virus samples and 5,000 normal ones for testing. All the samples were provided by Kingsoft antivirus laboratory. Part of the data set is listed in the following table:   TABLE II. PART OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA SET
In the table, "FileName" is the MD5 value of the sample file. "FileSort" represents the type of the PE file (0 for normal, and the remaining for virus). "APISeq" is the API name sequence called by the sample, and "IntVectorOfApi" for the sequence of the API corresponding number.
B. Development Environment
The experiment was carried out under the following environment：  Pentium 4 CPU, 3.00GHz  2.00GB memory  Windows XP system  VS2010 IDE  MySQL5.0 database
C. Results and Analysis
In order to use the SVMIL method for incremental learning, the 20,000 samples are divided into 9 parts: D={D0, D1,D2,... , D8}. D0 contains 4,000 samples, half normal and half malware. The rest divisions each contain 2,000 samples. D1~ D4 are virus files, while D5 ~ D9 are the normal ones. Taking D0 as the initial data set, we first train D0 to get the initial classification model, and then train the rest 8 sample sets one by one through the incremental learning method.
In order to compare the performance of SVMIL with other traditional classifier, we use the 20,000 samples described in this section as the training set and the other 10,000 samples as the test set. The experimental results are as follows: The predict results are evaluated by the precision rate and the recall rate which are defined as follows: We can see from the experimental results, the decision tree algorithm is limited by the memory size due to the need for depth first search. In order to deal with large data set, all sorts of improvement (like discrete and sampling) not only increase the overhead of the algorithm, but also reduce the accuracy of classification. Completely fitting the training data has poor predict performance in the presence of noise. The premise of Bayes classification algorithm is the independence assumption, namely all attributes are independent to each other. But this assumption does not hold in malware classification, so its classification accuracy is not high. While using Fast_Fp-growth algorithm, the lower the minimum support value is set, the higher confidence rules are likely to be get. But when the minimum support value is set to be 0.05, the frequent item sets combination explosion problem will take up a lot of system resources, and the 2G memory is not enough for the algorithm. In this case, the detection accuracy and the coverage are all limited. The SVMIL algorithm reduces the scale of training samples, avoids repeated study, solves the one-time training problem for large data set under space-time limited, and improves the learning efficiency. In addition, the method takes full account of the relationship between the attributes of the samples and categories, which ensures the prediction capability of the trained classifier. Compared with other commonly used methods, SVMIL has better performance, highest detection rate and accuracy in the malware classification.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose an improved method called SVMIL which is suitable for malware detection. Different from the traditional methods, it has the following advantages. First of all, the method can deal well with the class attribute data set. In the next place, the method divides the samples into pieces and updates the classification model continuously by incremental learning method, which can reduce the sample size for each study and effectively avoid the overhead problem brought about by the one-time mining of large data set. Finally, the classification does not interfere with the previous when adding a new class attribute to the data. The previous calculation will still be effective, and all need to be done is apply a quadratic programming and simple calculation to the new classification itself, which makes the classification operation easier, no duplication of work, with more expansion ability, and is suitable for incremental data set. The experimental results show that, the SVMIL method is better than the traditional classification methods for less space-time resource consumption, which can rapidly updating the sample features, ensure the prediction ability of classification model, and can be effectively used for malware detection.
